
That's what I thought. >:|

ANDY

Hey Al?

AL

(Looking to PAULA.)

That's what I thought >:(

ANDY

Could you call Charlie?

I'm not sure where the time went.

AL

I have to go.

I have to give a presentation…

AL hangs up, ANDY disappears. AL walks to the 

table, picks up some papers, stands opposite 

PAULA. They face out.

SOMEONE NAMED PAULA & HER FATHER, AL, ACKNOWLEDGE

THE POOR STATE OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP

(Q&A to follow)

PAULA

I am Paula when I say: "Wait, but…"

AL

And I am Paula's dad when I say: "And–"

PAULA

Interrupting,

I,

who am Paula,

say: "They liked the joke, Dad.

What else do you want me to say?"

AL

Refusing to consider the question posed by my daughter,

Paula,

I am Paula's dad when I resume:

"And I,"

who am Paula's dad,

to be clear,

"I deserve the credit I deserve."

"And," Paula's dad continues,
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more anger,

more veiny:

"And!"

PAULA

Paula says: "Do you want me to call them?,"

not meaning to interrupt;

Paula is prone to the occasional interruption.

AL

"Call them?!" Paula's dad yells–

as Paula's dad is prone to the more-than-occasional yelling.

That is,

there are certain people that are prone to yelling more so than others.

Of these people,

Paula's dad is,

surely,

one.

PAULA

Paula says: "I can call them," gently and with sincerity.

…

As it is,

at this moment,

Paula is sincerely offering to call her employers so

her father can tell them a joke they have already heard.

It is her sincere belief that they would still enjoy to hear it again.

A belief she believes sincerely,

as Paula is of average proneness to sincerity.

AL

While Paula's dad is of below average sincerity.

PAULA

However, Paula is more prone to gentleness than others.

AL

While Paula's dad is of significantly-below-average gentleness.

PAULA

Regardless,

it is with both gentleness and sincerity that Paula,

now,

unwittingly says the wrong words

which were meant to express that:

the laughter is Not All Done,

but,
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rather:

that there is More Laughter to Laugh,

in which Paula's dad is more than welcome to partake.

Those wrong words are:

"They really went wild for it."

AL

… >:|

Disregarding the sincere gentleness of his daughter,

Paula,

I,

who am Paula's father,

hear this as only:

(Our joy is at the expense of your own, dad.)

Adds: (You ignominious cur.)

Paula's dad regards himself as unlikable and

has thoroughly convinced himself to remain so.

Paula's dad is nothing if not meticulous.

PAULA

A thing Paula knows about her dad: (He only hears what he wants to hear.)

AL

It is not a secret that Paula knows this.

I am both Paula's dad and not Paula's dad when

I know that Paula knows this.

It is,

as we can see,

not a secret,

but,

in fact,

generally known.

PAULA

Likewise,

Paula is frustrated with her dad when he knows things,

but does nothing with his knowledge.

(He's smart), she thinks.

(So why does he go on letting himself be so unlikeable?)

AL

Paula's dad does not believe this has to do w/ knowledge,

but possibly genetics.

If ever asked what this means

he would not have an answer.

PAULA
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While unsure if there is ever an appropriate time to broach this topic,

Paula regards this moment as certainly not The Time and,

instead,

remembers to worry about the gift card.

AL

Yes,

Paula's dad knows about the gift card.

PAULA

While,

no,

Paula does not know Paula's dad knows about the gift card,

which is,

at this moment,

in her pocket.

AL

Paula's dad,

as may already be inferred,

feeling entitled to the fruits of one's labor,

etc.,

wants the gift card.

PAULA

Paula worries while pretending not to worry,

which,

as we may know,

looks like worrying.

AL

Paula's dad watches the news.

PAULA

Paula did not expect the news to be there.

AL

Paula's dad watches Paula worry.

PAULA

Paula worries, visibly–

PAULA & AL

–while her father watches–

PAULA

–about the gift card,
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which is,

again,

in her pocket.

AL

Paula's dad broke a lamp when he heard about the gift card.

PAULA

Paula has seen the lamp,

but,

not knowing her father knows about the gift card in her pocket,

feels its having-been-broken was unrelated to the gift card in her pocket.

Certainly not an accident,

but certainly unrelated to the gift card,

which currently resides in Paula's front pocket;

to be clear,

the one on the right.

Long pause.

Paula suspects he knows about the gift card.

Pause.

PAULA & AL

Paula goes to speak,

but is interrupted by Paula's dad–

AL

–who I certainly am when I say: "I know about the gift card."

PAULA

Paula puts her hand on her pocket.

AL

Paula's dad sees this.

PAULA

Paula looks at her father,

regrets everything.

AL

Awash in boyish rage,

Paula's dad says: "That was my joke,"

while imagining snakes flowing from his eyes.

PAULA
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PAULA sits at a desk, paper, etc.

PAULA

Dear Charlie

I'm so glad you liked my joke.

From now on I will wave at the very very end of my letters.

I missed your wave.

Could you maybe include it in your next letter?

As per the moon, the whale…

They're still here…

As per my mom had

this idea about houses.

That they talk–

they talk to you all the time.

They tell you things.

They tell you when you're not alone.

And when you are…

Sometimes they bring you gifts

like the sound of the ocean…

…

Have you gotten the chance?

…

This house…

Not one peep.

AL enters, wearing the cowboy hat. He takes it off, 

fidgets with the brim.

AL

(Softly.)

Hi.

PAULA

Hi.

AL

Sorry, was trying not to scare you…

PAULA

You didn't.

AL

I can come back.

PAULA

No.
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AL

I think we should talk.

PAULA

Me too.

Pause.

You start.

AL

(Mumbling.)

I've been thinking of camping…

PAULA

What?

AL

I would like to go camping.

PAULA

Oh.

AL

I think we should go camping.

I think it will be fun.

PAULA

What about unforeseen events?

AL

There's nothing I can do.

PAULA

What about the whale?

AL

There's nothing I can do.

PAULA

What about the moon?

AL

There's nothing I can do.

PAULA

Dad?
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AL

Yes?

PAULA

Do you miss mom?

AL

(?)

…

I do.

PAULA

Okay. Dad?

AL

Yes?

PAULA

Are you sad now that mom is gone?

AL

I've never been so sad.

PAULA

Me either.

AL

And there's nothing I can do.

PAULA

Me either.

AL

I've never felt so alone.

PAULA

Me either.

…

Camping sounds fun.

AL

Could be.

SOMEONE NAMED CHARLIE TALKS TO THEIR TV (Variation #4)

The kitchen, a lot of boxes. CHARLIE is 
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